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Mortal kombat d'vorah fanfiction

Previously, Kabal and Erron Black are in a predicament where they need each other to overcome D'vorah's highly sexual pheromones. Right now, it seems that Erron Black and Kabal have been conflicting since that one-time thing occurred. As much as they want to stop all interactions between them, they can't help but internally desire more. Language: English words: 41,754
Chapters: 17/? Kudos: 25 Hits: 416 Erron Black knew that working for Kotal Kahn meant he could shoot people and make good money. It was supposed to be a simple job. Until a rotting body with unearthly green eyes took his heart and crushed it in his gloved hands. -&lt;&gt;-This link does not have enough content (or should it be kontent?). As always, I'm going to change that.
(Review may change in later chapters. Keep an eye on that, as well as tags. I'll probably be updating this as well.) Language: English words: 26,687 Chapters: 11/? Kudos: 81 Bookmarks: 3 Hits: 948 Zatanna is my all time favorite DC character and I imagined what would be like for her to be in Mortal Kombat. So I decide to make my interpretation for the dialogue when they met
the whole MK krew. I was inspired by Blazecap to write this fic so thank you Language: English Words: 3,645 Chapters: 39/39 Kudos: 15 Bookmarks: 4 Hits: 843 When he was young, Erron Black made a deal that shaped the rest of his life. He is ruthless, cunning and inexorable, traits that make him very attractive to potential clients. That hasn't changed, but the inclusion of
Shinnok's Amulet throws a wrench into everything he has going for him right now. That old deal makes it very clear where his loyalty lies, and it's not with Shinnok. He wasn't keen on Earthrealmers, but they were the best chance he had to keep himself alive and fulfill his end of the bargain. Language: English words: 10,261 Chapters: 3/? Kudos: 12 Bookmarks: 1 Hits: 167 Senior
year is actually a fight to the death so have these apt Mortal Kombat AU Language: English Words: 46,420 Chapters: 13/? Kudos: 104 Bookmarks: 5 Hits: 2337 Friend, enemy, or in between, everyone needs something soft. Language: English words: 2,335 Chapters: 8/31 Kudos: 27 Hits: 508 Basically this is assuming that if he were to be added as DLC (again) what would his
interactions with the rest of the closet be? This is my interpretation. Language: English Words: 5,622 Chapters: 40/40 Kudos: 39 Bookmarks: 3 Hits: 1683 This is actually a bunch of compound Intro Dialogues as Shinnok was playable in MK 11. Language: English words: 1,721 Chapters: 1/3 Kudos: 7 Hits: 128 Shortly after the events of Mortal Kombat X D'Vorah approaches
Cassie with a request: Om become a faithful servant. It's only when D'Vorah reveals her status as the last of the Kytinn that Cassie is even considering. Over time, this relationship will grow into more and even to influence the conflict between the rich. Will cover events from the end of Mortal Kombat X to the end of Mortal Kombat 11. Part 1 of The Cassie/D'Vorah-verse (Mortal
Kombat rewrite) Language: English words: 7,928 Chapters: 3/? Kudos: 19 Bookmarks: 4 Hits: 391 An unexpected result of beating Blaze kauses everyone to switch bodies! I hope you enjoy the wild ride! [I'm having fun making Chapter 4, hopefully it turns out! If there are characters you want to see or see more of, I'd like to discover more!] Argh I don't stay satisfied with some
parts in chapter 4! Sorry for taking forever! Language: English words: 2,565 Chapters: 3/? Kudos: 4 Hits: 132 I made the Love &amp; War series about Fanfiction a few years ago, but 2021 is fast approaching, and since I can't import the series from Fanfiction, I'll make it here again, but this time I'll put everything together (plus new scenes, minus the spin-offs) from MK9 to MK11
and the Aftermath expansion. This will be the biggest Love &amp; War story for 2021 since Legacies. Also The Disciples, made by my amazing friend, ReptileMistessQueen, will also be featured in this story. Language: English words: 542 chapters: 2/? Kudos: 3 Bookmarks: 2 Hits: 126 Cassie is pregnant with Kano. They're in a relationship that Johnny and Sonya don't approve of.
Especially Sonya does not get the picture out of her head of Cassie and Kano being together. But why? Language: English words: 3,148 Chapters: 1/? Kudos: 6 Hits: 515 After leaning the true of his bloodline, Midoriya would learn that not only could he be a hero, but also one of the rich kombatant. Will he be able to face the responsibilities and secrets about his clan or will he
succumb to the temptations of his powers. One thing is mortal kombat's time. izukuxHarem. (Most grammar problems solved.) Language: English words: 199,829 Chapters: 18/? Kudos: 265 Bookmarks: 75 Hits: 14216 A male OC insert for mortal kombat 10. I've tried to keep the story and the outcome the same, I'm not very good at wrighting and sometimes I don't feel like it. I
would like suggestions, or anything that could help me get better at this. Part 1 of Erron Black/Neko!OC Language: English Words: 11,614 Chapters: 9/9 Kudos: 5 Bookmarks: 1 Hits: 196 Raiden... Kenshi... Takeda... Earthrealm... How do I save them all without ending it all? Language: English words: 4,766 Chapters: 3/? Kudos: 6 Bookmarks: 1 Hits: 171 Our beloved cast of Mortal
Kombat X (and 11 recently) gets all kinds of shenanigans between and during competitions. Antics will be both about the mobile version of the game and the console version. Part 1 of Between the Matches Universe Language: English Words: 21,212 Chapters: 56/? Kudos: 132 Bookmarks: 4 Hits: The insects have been all around us since the beginning of time, and within
Konoha, Danzo tried to pick up and understand, he with them and abused them, but would he be left alone? See how Naruto becomes D'vorah, Evil! Naruto, bloody and bloody without mercy for those who took insects for granted, for the village that left him alone. Language: English words: 27,337 Chapters: 6/? Kudos: 14 Bookmarks: 6 Hits: 2255 Tiny shorts about Everleigh Ray
(OC) in the mortal kombat world. (Alternating something to fit what I would like) Most of these were not suitable to post elsewhere, so here they are. Language: English words: 109 Chapters: 1/? Kudos: 3 Bookmarks: 2 Hits: 127 What happens when daughter of Sub-zero meets the daughter of Skarlet and Erron Black? Realms watch as Clear Cloud and EJ Black begin there in the
world of Mortal Kombat. Language: English words: 7,647 Chapters: 5/? Kudos: 6 Hits: 321 The Special Forces sent your team to track D'vorah. You weren't good enough, and now you're in her claws. Language: English words: 2,105 Chapters: 1/1 Kudos: 34 Bookmarks: 3 Hits: 2256 The Brotherhood of ShadowThe Hive This One ensures the Hive's survival. You're not saving the
Shirai Ryu. - D'Vorah to Hanzo Hasashi in Mortal Kombat 11 Biography Mortal Kombat X: D'Vorah is of a sensitive colonial race called Kytinn, which populates the island kingdom of Arnyek. The solitary nature of kytinn meant a common defense of their realm was non-existent: so it was conquered and merged with outworld by Shao Kahn. D'Vorah's loyalty and insight, unusual
traits for a Kytinn, led to her rapid political rise. Soon she was with the emperor's closest advisers. She serves the current ruler of Outworld, Kotal Kahn, when our story opens. Mortal Kombat 11: One of many Kytinn, a swarm of conscious insects that share a beehive spirit. D'vorah has served Shao Kahn, Kotal Kahn and Shinnok, but her true allegiance is to the swarm. She lies,
cheats and underhands so that if everyone dies, the Kytinn hive will survive. Storyline Mortal Kombat X (Comic Series) Centuries ago in the Arnyek Islands, D'Vorah watched as the Kytinn elders argued each other on the eve of Outworld's invasion. D'Vorah refused to participate in the discussion, knowing that it was too late, and when the Emperor Shao Kahn arrived with his
general Reiko and champion Goro, D'Vorah did not flee the emperor and held her up. When Shao Kahn demanded to know if she was the queen of Kytinn, D'Vorah declared herself his humble servant and knelt before the emperor, although in truth D'Vorah hated the conqueror but lied to spare herself from the fate of her people as slaves. D'Vorah found shelter in Shao Kahn's
shadow and felt relieved that the Hive was safe as long as she obeyed Shao Kahn. 10,000 years later, she observed his dealings with the wizard Quan Chi that led to Shao Kahn's ultimate D'Vorah considered freeing himself, but had nowhere to go, choosing to serve Shao Kahn's daughter Mileena. Should. Empress of Outworld. Mileena's first act to test D'Vorah's loyalty was to
force her to kiss her boot. This earned the Kytinn a kick to the jaw of the sadistic Mileena. D'Vorah later observed Kotal's coup and when she saw Reptiles take a blow to Kotal in a true act of loyalty, D'Vorah realized that Kotal would lead with respect as opposed to Shao Kahn and Mileena's acts of terror and sided with him, genuinely respecting Kotal for his actions. D'Vorah joins
Kotal Kahn and Erron Black at the Special Forces base. When Sonya Blade speaks briefly with Kotal and refuses to help Outworld in its civil war with Mileena, D'Vorah attacks Sonya in response to the lack of respect she shows the emperor. Sonya manages to pin D'Vorah and tries to use her as a hostage to stop Kotal from attacking the Special Forces soldiers, but D'Vorah
happily declares her eagerness to die for her emperor. Raiden's arrival forces the fighting to stop, and D'Vorah departs alongside Kotal and Erron via a portal created by the Portal Stone. D'Vorah is seen by her emperor as he stands before the people of Outworld. D'Vorah is seen again closely after Kotal Kahn after he announces to the people that his father, Kotal K'etz, will hunt
down the traitors. D'Vorah appears to have secretly accompanied her emperor to the Golden Desert to avenge his father's death, after he and Ferra &amp; Torr were camouflaged by Reptile to fight the Red Dragon mercenaries. After defeating the Red Dragon's and capturing Goro, as well as burning Reiko and Mileena's hideout on the ground, D'Vorah chides her emperor for
taking an unnecessary risk in confronting Goro himself. When Kotal is shot by Special Forces members, D'Vorah is at Kotal's side to defend him. D'Vorah stays with Kotal Kahn as the situation between the emperor's warriors and special forces spreads thanks to the intervention of Johnny Cage. When Cage tries to offer the injured Kotal medical supplies to treat his wound,
D'Vorah orders the actor back before using worm-like insects to devour the bullet and seal the wound with natural clotting. D'Vorah is helping the government talk to Cage about his missing daughter. When it is established Erron Black was the true culprit and acting only with the Black Dragon, D'Vorah tells Johnny and Sonya that everyone was frustrated after the disastrous
encounter with Special Forces and suggests Black is acting out on that frustration. D'Vorah is then ordered, along with Reptile, to accompany Sonya and Johnny to the northern trade route where Erron Black is currently. D'Vorah leads the Special Forces the Jungles of the Outside World. Along the way, she kills a small lizard with her pliers and devours it, much to sonya blade's
horror. D'Vorah explains that she was hungry and offers to spit out the lizard to share with Sonya, and Sonya tells D'Vorah to stop. The group soon arrives at Erron Erron bloody and tied to a tree, much to D'Vorah's horror. D'Vorah then hears Black's story of the battle between the Red and Black Dragon clans before learning the kidnapped girls' current location on Tsung's Shang
Island. D'Vorah stands with the rest of Kotal Kahn's warriors as the emperor condemns Erron Black for his actions, before ordering D'Vorah and Reptile to take Black back to his cell. D'Vorah arrives during Kotal Kahn and Sonya Blade's strategy discussion to inform her emperor that the Shokan have been spotted over the mountains. D'Vorah approaches Kotal Kahn with Ferra
and Torr and informs her emperor that they are ready to parry with the Shokan. Kotal gives her his conditions and tells her to be unwavering with the Shokan. D'Vorah and Ferra and Torr are heading to a meeting with Kintaro to begin negotiations. D'Vorah is respectable to a combative Kintaro and tries to give him Kotal Kahn's terms, but Kintaro refuses to heed them and
demands Kotal Kahn's surrender to King Gorbak in an hour. D'Vorah speaks for Kotal Kahn when she informs Kintaro that the emperor will never surrender, causing Kintaro to begin the siege. D'Vorah returns to Kotal Kahn's fortress as the siege begins with Ferra and Torr, chiding an exasperated Ferra before reminding her that she is soon in the presence of the emperor. To
D'Vorah's confusion, Kotal Kahn is gone, Kamidogu are left behind however, and both D'Vorah and Ferra wonder where he has gone. In the final hours of the siege, D'Vorah battles with the Shokan, killing one while Reptile saves her from the death of another. When Reptile suggests regrouping with Ferra and Torr, D'Vorah sees them being pulled over by a huge mutant Oni
Warlord with two heads towering over D'Vorah and Reptile. Reptile is wounded by the Warlord, but D'Vorah finishes it and bursts through the monster's chest to kill it. D'Vorah transfers Reptile to Kotal Kahn, pointing out her emperor nearly committed suicide yet again to win another battle. When Kotal declares that he will have to sacrifice even more to win the upcoming battle,
D'Vorah realizes that he intends to use more Blood Magik, which the Kytinn believes will kill him if he uses it. As Kotal declares that he will protect the capitol tomorrow, D'Vorah insists on guarding him, which Kotal refuses, telling her to take Sonya Blade and Johnny Cage to Shang Tsung's Island. Later, D'Vorah is subjected to Kotal Kahn's anger when they return to his rooms
and discover that his Kamidogu is gone. D'Vorah pleads her innocence when Kotal strangles her and the emperor releases her. When D'Vorah pleads to be allowed to stay to help him to defend and then search for the dagger, Kotal informs her that his connection has faded and declares the city doomed. D'Vorah accompanied Reptile and Ferra and Torr to Z'unkahrah's ruined
capitol and remained silent as Reptile tried to stop the emperor from losing his life in order to of the Shokan's next attack. After Reptile fails to move Kotal, D'Vorah comments that she doesn't want to remember the emperor as dour and listens as Ferra tells hers and Torr's story about how Kotal saved them from Tarkatans. D'Vorah notes that the Tarkatans must have a price on the
symbiotes heads for helping Kotal kill and devour their own, which only confuses the two. When Kotal gets angry and demands that his followers show him respect as they once did with Shao Kahn and not defy him, D'Vorah reveals that she never respected the former emperor and tells her own story of how she respected and followed Kotal, and says he is the only leader she has
ever truly respected. When the capital is suddenly rocked by a small earthquake, they witness Kano arriving with the rest of the Black Dragon warriors. D'Vorah joins the combined forces of Kano's Black Dragons and Kotal Kahn's army to confront Kintaro's Shokan and Oni Warlord horde. She witnesses Tremor, which renders Kintaro's army incapable before wiping out more than
half of the Tigar Shokan's troops with a handheld nuclear device. After Kotal Kahn successfully convinces Kintaro and the Shokan to fight again at his side, D'Vorah stands by her emperor's side as the Black Dragon tries to negotiate payment for their services. Kotal Kahn refuses to pay them for their role in the kidnapping of Cassie Cage and Jacqui Briggs and attacks Kano as he
tries to pay the stolen Portal Stone ransom. After Kotal overpowers Kahn Kano, D'Vorah holds him before Kotal takes him to the dungeon. D'Vorah then leads Kano away with Ferra and Torr with her. D'Vorah joined Kotal Kahn, Sonya Blade and Johnny Cage on their boat trip to Shang Tsung's Island, and was present when Sonya and Johnny were called to Kotal to announce
that they had arrived. D'Vorah joined Kotal Kahn, Johnny Cage and Sonya Blade on the island when they were confronted by Reiko, Skarlet, and the Blood Code corrupt Cassie Cage and Jacqui Briggs. D'Vorah was at Kotal's side when the battle between his troops and Reiko's began. While Johnny and Sonya fought their daughter and her boyfriend, D'Vorah joined Kotal in
slaughtering Red Dragon soldiers to go to Reiko and Skarlet, using D'Vorah using her tongs and insects to tear them apart with ease. When they confronted Reiko and Skarlet, D'Vorah Kotal promised that she would bleed Skarlet dry. When D'Vorah faced Skarlet, the Kytinn soon saw that Kotal Kahn's battle with Reiko was going badly and shouted at her emperor, allowing
Skarlet to stab her with one of her knives. Barely fazed, D'Vorah ripped the knife out while revealing she of the nature of Skarlet in order to absorb blood and gain power from it, before revealing that Kytinn blood was particularly strong and toxic, spraying some on the Skarlet and weakening her. D'Vorah flew at Reiko as he stood over Kotal, but the power mad general easily
caught D'Vorah and tore tore in two, seemingly killing her. Her death is far from final, as D'Vorah's collective of insects gather on the beach after Hawk catches Kotal Kahn and everyone on the beach. A new body formed in front of her rises from the sand as each of her insects echoes this over and over. D'Vorah's growing body was observed by several Red Dragon soldiers, and as
they prepared to burn her, she sent a large swarm of bees to kill and devour them. The bees merged together and completed D'Vorah's rebirth, and she was happy to see Queen Sheeva and Kintaro alive for her. D'Vorah threatened Sheeva with one of her venom tipped tongs for the Shokans to prevent Kotal Kahn's capture by Hawk. Reluctantly sparingLy Sheeva, D'Vorah bid the
two Shokan to follow her as she explained that Kotal Kahn had the foresight to hide emergency supplies before they invade the island and they will use them to bring in the necessary reinforcements to fight Hawk. D'Vorah finds the Portal Stone Kotal Kahn hidden on the island and uses it to return to Outworld, bringing Reptiles, Ferra and Torr, and Erron Black back with her,
Sheeva, and Kintaro to Shang Tsung's Palace to confront Hawk and his Blood Code enslaved champions. When the Outworld warriors arrive, D'Vorah asks Erron if he is prepared for his redemption, and orders him to keep Raiden busy and die to do so. D'Vorah then fights alongside Ferra and Torr against the possessed Kotal Kahn. In the midst of declaring to Ferra on Kotal's
property, D'Vorah is left open to a vicious right hook of her emperor. D'Vorah keeps trying to reach out to the possessed Kotal Kahn, but soon finds himself pinned to the wall, his sword on her throat. D'Vorah chokes that Kotal does not want to do this, and moments later the emperor is released from the Blood Madam who owns him, very confused and demanding to know what
happened. D'Vorah would gather with her emperor and the wounded Reptile as the liberated champions of Earthrealm and Outworld convened. After witnessing firsthand the power of Shinnok's amulet, D'Vorah travels to the Netherrealm to swear her allegiance to Quan Chi and his revenants as Shinnok's latest acolyte. Calling Kotal Kahn's imperial might be weak, D'Vorah
explains her eagerness to serve Mr. Shinnok. Mortal Kombat X During a flashback to Shao Kahn's tournament at Outworld, D'Vorah oversaw the transport of the captured Shaolin Monks with Baraka and his Tarkata when Raiden, Liu Kang and Kung Lao arrived to free the monks. When Baraka was defeated, D'Vorah fought raiden and was defeated. Some time after the death of
Shao Kahn, it is shown that D'Vorah helped Kotal Kahn (then called Ko'atal) Mileena, whom she had served before. In doing so, she killed Baraka. It's D'Vorah who gives Ko'atal the name Kotal Kahn. In the present, D'Vorah acts as Kotal Kahn's First First and official emissary. D'Vorah helps Kotal Kahn defend against Mileena and her rebel group, who are trying to reclaim the
throne. D'Vorah is in Kotal Kahn's carriage as he discusses with Kano on learning Mileena's location, and goes outside to investigate the blockade stop. When Mileena launches her surprise attack, D'Vorah kills several Tarkata during mileena's attempted ambush on the emperor's life. Initially leery of Cassie and her team, D'Vorah begrudgingly accepts Kotal's command that she
ally with the Earthrealm forces after Kung Jin bests him in battle. After the Special Forces have received information about the location of kano's amulet, D'Vorah goes to the Kuatan Jungle to get Shinnoks amulet from Mileena. Although she insists on going alone, Cassie demands to go with her, which Kotal complies with. After they arrive in the jungle, they meet Rain and Tanya,
and D'Vorah fights both in battle. After D'Vorah defeats them both, she plans to kill them, but is prevented from doing so by Cassie. The couple go into the tent to pick up Shinnok's amulet, only to be discovered by Mileena. D'Vorah confronts Mileena and beats her, with both the amulet and Mileena going to Kotal Kahn. With the emperor's permission, D'Vorah executes Mileena
with a deadly kiss and feeds her countless parasitic insects that devour her face from within. After Mileena's execution, it has emerged that D'Vorah has been active for decades as a spy for Quan Chi. She kills the guards who accompany her to transport the amulet and steals it, taking it to Earthrealm to give it to Quan Chi. D'Vorah arrives too late to stop Quan Chi from murdering
Scorpio, but with enough time for Quan Chi to complete his spell that frees Shinnok from his aet. With the death of Quan Chi, D'Vorah shinnok's chief enforcer becomes. She accompanies him to the Sky Temple, where she ties Johnny Cage and sets her insects to slowly devour his flesh. She is eventually beaten and knocked unconscious by Cassie Cage, who then continues to
fight the damaged Shinnok. After the defeat of the corrupt Shinnok, Sonya Blade orders the members of the Special Forces who come into the Jinsei Room to arrest the unconscious D'Vorah and to detain Shinnok's other allies if possible. Mortal Kombat 11 Now under the command of Kronika under the promise that the hive of her people will be saved, confronts D'Vorah Kotal
Kahn and the past Jade, but is defeated. She later reemerges to torture Kharon for refusing to torture Kronika by overseating her forces and also making Kharon unable to ferry raiden's team across the River of Blood. D'Vorah manages to Off guard catch with a deadly poison, but its tongs are cut off by the past Scorpion, which was convinced by its current counterpart to turn
against Kronika. Badly injured, D'Vorah scuttles scuttles to escape further kombat. She wasn't seen during the fight on Kronika's Keep. Ending Mortal Kombat X (Non-Canonical): D'Vorah's ultimate plan was not to destroy Shinnok, but to enslave him. She implanted larvae - her young - into his body to be gestate. After consuming the divine power of their immortal host, D'Vorah's
descendants were different from any kytinn born. As they matured, they spread like locusts through the rich. Her army of Kytinn super-drones brought glory to D'Vorah, their beloved queen -- and destruction to all. Mortal Kombat 11 (Non-Canonical): Pests That's the humanoid word for the Kytinn and our fellow insecticides. But with the Hourglass, it can revisit history and lie to that
myth. Humanoids live to kill. Without a common enemy to fight, they divide. Destroy each other. Insectoids live to survive. No conflicts divide us. We build on each other. Chin doesn't kill family. So tell this ... Who are the vermin? Time for This to write a more just history. One in which pesky humanoids finally take the place they deserve... Clambering under our feet.
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